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Abstract 
 

 

 

Identity and nature: presentation of an international research, by Alberto Marradi 

 

The Author has directed this 4-year investigation in Italy, Argentina and initially 

Chile too. 5,500 people have been interviewed without spending a penny of public 

money, thanks to everybody’s (the Author’s and students’) voluntary work. All the 

contributors to this special issue come from that team. In his presentation the Author 

follows the order in the questionnaire, adding both the distribution of the answer and 

a selection of free comments from the public. The criterion he follows in this task is 

Clifford Geertz’s thick description, leaving to the collaborators the task of formulating 

theories, possibly, but not necessarily, grounded. 
 

Keywords: comparative research, thick description, open-ended questions  

 

 

Las Vegas, the snake and the cactus. A proposal for classifying open-ended 

questions, by Zenia Simonella 

 

The Author explains the process of classifying the answers to open questions in the 

questionnaire. After having briefly recalled the debate between the proponents of the 

open questions and the proponents of the closed questions, it describes both the method 

used to classify the answers and the classification plans for each question, illustrating 

their structure and main characteristics. 
 

Keywords: open-ended questions, classification, questionnaire, coding 

 

 

Interviewee and interviewer: senses and impressions, by Analía Depetris and 

Carolina Monterde  

 

The Authors analyze the feelings and impressions of the interviewees through the 

statements and impressions of the interviewers, indicating the interactions in which both 

actors are involved. They dig into two questionnaire questions that appeal to memories, 

feelings and emotions. Schütz's theoretical understanding of Lebenswelt is a constant 

guideline. 
 

Keywords: interviewers, interviewees, emotions, empathy 
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Interviewers dealing with fantastic stories, irrational provocations and extraordi-

nary faculties, by Ermelinda Boccuzzi 

 

The Author has distributed a questionnaire to all the 200 Italian interviewers in this 

international research. She classifies the answers she has received, many of which 

testify to a richly emotional involvement. The unconventional nature of many questions 

has reached the goal of piercing the social desirability shell of many, obtaining 

apparently sincere answers. On the other hand, handling the complex nature of several 

questions has proved to be no easy matter for interviewees and interviewers alike. 
 

Keywords: interviewers, interviewees, questionnaire, social desirability 

 

 

Italy and Argentina. A sense of territorial belonging in comparison, by Stefania 

Chimenti 

 

The Author compares how Italians and Argentineans feel to belong to their territorial 

background. Even though interviewees of both countries have a similar status on many 

background variables – such as age, gender, education, religiosity, political orientation – 

Argentineans much less than Italians conceive their country as part of a more general 

entity, such as a continent or the world. 
 

Keywords: identification, nationalism, national identity 

 

 

Localism and its possible causes, by Antonella Gamberini 

 

The Author aims at detecting some possible causes and correlations of the localism / 

globalism dimension. These causes and correlations have been estimated through a 

thoughtful and oriented summation index built on a set of the territorial reference areas. 

The index has been validated by a part-whole correlation and has been related to some 

background variables such as age, gender, education, religious affiliation and actual 

religiosity, geographic area, dimension of the commune where any interviewee has been 

socialized. 
 

Keywords: local, global, part-whole correlation 

 

 

Localists and globalists, by Simone Frezzato 

 

The Author analyzes the relations between an index of localism and geographical 

centers of identification (region, nation) and social ones (from oneself to physical 

identification) to test the level of particularism (e.g. family affection; racism; religiosity) 

or universalism (e.g. to feel oneself as part of the animal kingdom or of the kosmos). 
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Venezia: familiarity breeds contempt?, by Alessandra Longo  

 

Among the variety of ideal places that have been proposed to interviewees’ choice 

Venice holds a particular position in that its appeal depends clearly on three factors 

only: gender, age, and nationality. Gender exerts a constant influence: whatever the 

communication of the other relevant variables, women’s average evaluation is higher 

than males’. Nationality plays a different role according to age: elder people of both 

nations equally appreciate Venice, while junior Italians take it for granted, and often 

find it damp, dirty, uncomfortable. 
 

Keywords: Venice, fascination, familiarity 

 

 

Escape from the chaos of megacities?, by Caterina Bongiorno  

 

In the questionnaire, six different places are considered and the interviewees are asked 

to order them according to their preferences. The data show that in Italy and in 

Argentina the quiet, security, and communal life offered by small towns is the most 

preferred option. On the other hand, the quality of life offered by a remote island is 

more appreciated by Italians, probably because it appears unattainable, thus magic, to 

them. Las Vegas and Katmandu were rejected in both national contexts.  
 

Keywords: preferred places, quiet, cultural differences, opportunities 

 

 

How important is the family in Italy?, by Domenico Trezza  

 

The question the Author tries to answer is how important the family is in this 

secularized society. To give an answer we have built a typological index that allows us 

to distinguish three forms of family ties: nostalgia, the priority of the family in case of 

important decisions and identification. As expected, age and gender are good predictors 

of the importance of family ties. Contrary to expectations, the geographical scope and 

size of the place where the respondent was socialized have no influence. 
 
Keywords: family, secularization, gender, age 
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The interviewees choose between courage and prudence, by Elisa Manzella  

 

Analyzing the open questions related to the two stories of zigrino and gambero, the 

Author notes the lack of courage in making a possible leap in the dark. Older people are 

more prone to this leap into the future, probably because young people have lost 

confidence. On the contrary, most interviewees accept the proposal to relive their past 

that the latter story offers. The influence of age is remarkable: the elders react more 

emotionally to the proposal, whereas the youngest answer rationally either accepting it 

in order to deepen their self-knowledge, or rejecting it due to the impossibility to change 

their experience. 
 

Keywords: temporal conceptions, nostalgia  
 

 

Looking for the future and the past: time in the interviewees' imaginary, by Zenia 

Simonella 

 

The Author discusses the relationship between temporality and everyday life 

experience, starting from the two stories of zigrino and gambero. After showing the 

reactions prevalent in the Italian sample, she presents a classification related to the way 

in which the respondents experience temporality. To further investigate the relationship 

between experience and time considers the questions related to hard life / easy life, 

boring life / rewarding life and leads a cluster analysis. Four groups emerged; each of 

which privileges a dimension of temporality starting from his own life experiences. 
 

Keywords: conceptions of time, classification, cluster analysis 

 

 

Temporal profiles and spatial configurations: a reading proposal, by Augusto 

Cocorullo and Ciro Clemente De Falco 

 

The Authors explore how the interviewees tend to place themselves in front of time 

flow and in front of space. The analysis of the temporal dimension led to the 

identification of six «temporal profiles»; with respect to the spatial dimension two main 

configurations were identified. The basic hypothesis is that time perception is 

determined by the way the individual perceives the space. 
 

Keywords: time, space, subjective perception 
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The opinions of the interviewees on their life: hard and boring or easy and beautiful?, 

by Ugo Maria Barchiesi 

 

The Author analyzes the assessments of Italian respondents (through self-anchoring 

scales from 1 to 10) on how easy or difficult and on how satisfying or disappointing 

their lives are. He tries to understand some of the reasons behind their assessments 

(gender, age, religiosity and place of socialization) and the relationship with the 

assessments of hardness and satisfaction. 
 

Key words: self-judgements, life self-anchoring, scale 

 

 

Women's faculties and male faculties, by Caterina Apis 

 

The main idea of the essay is that gender influences the respondents' preferences on animals 

and plants in which they would prefer to reincarnate. The main idea of the article is that 

gender influences the preferences of the interviewees about the animals or plants they would 

prefer should they be reincarnated. In fact, women prefer «elegant» animals (butterfly, horse) 

and delicate plants (rose, and more generally flowers). On the contrary, men privilege strength 

(lion), supremacy (eagle) and brutality (wolf). However, pets (dogs and cats) are the most 

preferred by interviewees. Both women and men reject slimy (snake), fearsome and dirty 

animals (mouse). Some insects also are refused because are considered bothersome 

(mosquito, fly). Plants are refused for their spines (cactus) and their uselessness (nettle). 
 

Keywords: women, men, nature, animals, plants, tastes, choices 

 

 

Dog and cat, by Marina Rago and Marianna Gioia 

 

One of the most interesting parts of the questionnaire was the set of questions about 

reincarnation in an animal or plant, or the refusal to reincarnate in an animal or plant. 

During interviews and codifications, the Authors found that those who chose the dog 

had many opportunities to discard the cat, and vice versa. An exploration of 

ethnological and anthropological literature has confirmed that this opposition is found in 

all cultures and research confirms that this orientation survives in a large sample of 

Italians of the third millennium. 
 

Keywords: ethnology, anthropology, pets 
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Faculties desired or discarded by a sample of 1,500 Argentines: an analysis of the 

main components, by Cintia Dìaz 

 

The Author applies the two-step Acp (analysis of the main components)  technique 

proposed by Alberto Marradi in the Seventies to a set of 26 self-calibrating scales 

through which 1,500 Argentineans attribute a score from 0 to 10 to some properties 

owned by animals, plants and natural phenomena, but not from human beings. 
 

Keywords: principal components analysis, value dimensions, animals, plants 

 

 

Religions and religiosity, by Lorenzo Pignatelli  
 

The Author analyzes two analogous themes: the variety of religious confessions and the level of 

religiosity. He use the same additive index used by other Authors in this same search. This index is linked 

to various socio-graphic characteristics of almost 4 thousand Italian respondents. The propensity to have 

or not to have children seems to be more influenced by religious confession. 

 

Keywords: Religious beliefs, religiosity, number of children 

 

 

Religious confessions and religiosity in Argentina and Italy: a comparison, by 

Leticia Oyarzo 

 

The Author compares some forms of religiosity (understood as the level of influence of 

religion in everyday life) of Argentineans and Italians through an ordinal index. The 

differences between the two countries seem scarce, except for the highest percentage of 

atheists among Argentinean women. 
 

Keywords: religious beliefs, religiosity, atheism 

 

 

The political orientation of the Italians: what's new?, by Gabriella d’Ambrosio and 

Marco Palmieri 

 

The reactions of the interviewees to the political questions of the questionnaire confirm 

two already known tendencies: 1) as the age grows, the political orientation tends to 

become rightist; 2) technical instruction tends to favor ideas from the right. A third 

result was only partially expected: interviewees socialized in large cities of the North 

have a marked propensity towards the left. The fourth result is a novelty for Italy: 

women favor the left (moderate) more than men. 
 
Keywords: political orientations, left, right, gender, age 
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Political orientation of Argentineans and Italians: a cross-cultural analysis, by 

Pablo Adrián Lonardi 

 

The Author analyzes the political orientation of the Argentineans and Italians 

interviewed during this research. The relationships between this variable with age, sex, 

education level and religion have been analyzed comparatively. The contingency tables 

show that the two samples are more similar to gender, level of education and religious 

orientation; age is the variable in which the greatest difference between the two samples 

emerges, whereas the gender is the one with the most similarities. 
 

Keywords: comparative analysis, political orientations, Argentina, Italy 

 

 

The political orientation of the interviewees with particular regard to the 

apolitical, by Elisa Tambellini 

 

Since postwar, Italians are famous in Europe for their intense political and electoral 

participation. However, in the comparative survey we are reporting, as well as in all the 

recent local surveys, this legend is being strongly challenged. Other surprising result is 

that class consciousness is higher among those who vote for the right; left-wing voters 

are mainly composed by the medium and higher bourgeoisie; the apolitical, the right-

wing voters and the “5 stelle” (a new party) by the small bourgeoisie, the workers and 

the employees. 
 

Keywords: political orientation, class consciousness 

 

 

Apolitical and anti-party are children of the economic situation?, by Rossella 

Martarelli 

 

The lack of a stable and remunerated work influences the aversion to politics expressed 

by many interviewees, in particular by housewives or other women from Southern Italy. 

The stable and accredited occupations favor a propensity to the left, while the self-

employed move to the right. Those who claim to be left and center-left declare 

themselves atheists or not influenced by religion. 
 

Keywords: employment, remuneration, left, right, non-political  

 

 

Identifying processes in Italy that change: a multidimensional analysis, by Stefania 

Leone, Marco Palmieri and Gabriella Punziano 

 

The Authors consider two factors to explore the multidimensionality of identity: socio-

territorial affectivity and the perception of oneself (restricted or open orientation). From 
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the combination of these two dimensions emerge four identity profiles of the 

respondents: rooted identities, plural identities, liberated identities, waterproof 

identities. Even though society changes rapidly, identity profiles tend to be stable over 

time. 
 

Keywords: multi-dimensional analysis, psychological identities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 




